
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Smart Urban has developed the world’s first low cost means of 

securing bollards and preserving the surrounding foundations. 

No on-going costs for the life of a development. 

Large diameter bollards are secured on Smart Sustainable 

Foundations using the Smart Impact Recovery System that makes 

bollards also re-usable impact after impact, year after year. 



 

SUSTAINABLE FOUNDATIONS 

Secure posts, grab-rails, 60 mm bollards, 

barriers and street furniture using Smart 

Sustainable Foundations- No damage to 

surrounding paving or concrete foundations 

Lifetime Warranty.  

SMALL REMOVABLE BOLLARDS 

Smart removable Bollards that continue 

working year after year. Bollards remain 

secure and can easily be removed. Choose 

removal by hand, with foot tool or industrial 

tool. Steel or stainless steel 

LARGE REMOVABLE BOLLARDS 

You can secure large diameter bollards on 

Smart Sustainable Foundations (Lifetime 

Warranty) making them easily removable 

for events, maintenance and upgrades.  

SUSTAINABLE BOLLARD FOUNDATIONS 

These simple Impact Recovery Rings are all 

you need to install large diameter bollards on 

Smart Sustainable Foundations, making 

bollards removable and re-usable impact after 

impact, saving thousands over the life of a 

development  

LOW IMPACT SAFETY BOLLARDS 

Unlike most companies that benefit from 

on-going sales of bollards. We have 

developed a simple means of making 

your bollards re-usable. No trip factors. 

More sustainable, safer bollards  

 

SMART SAFETY-STOP BOLLARDS 

Smart surface mount or in-ground bollards 

that absorb the initial impact force and stop a 

vehicle in its tracks.  

More sustainable, safer bollards  

IMPACT RECOVERY BOLLARDS 

We have developed a simple means of 

securing every-day bollards making the 

bollard absorb low speed impact from a 

vehicle, removable and re-usable following 

bad impact. 

SUSTAINABLE SURFACE MOUNT 

Bollards are prone to impact, so why install 

them in unforgiving concrete foundations or 

on metal base plates that are not impact 

resistant? We have low cost and sustainable 

alternatives  



 

 
Simply select the foundation then choose your bollard design. Large 

range of options from plain galvanised to designer bollards and stone 

look durable plastic bollards 

smarturban.com.au 
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